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ABSTRACT. It is known that polar magnetic field of the 

Sun changes its sign at the maximum of solar cycle. These 
changes were called as polar field reversals. We investi-
gated dynamics of high-latitude solar magnetic fields sepa-
rately in northern and southern hemispheres. Solar polar 
field strength measurements from the Wilcox Solar Obser-
vatory and low-resolution synoptic magnetic maps from the 
SOLIS project and from Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager 
(HMI) onboard Solar Dynamics Observatory were used. 
We analyzed total magnetic flux at near-polar zones, start-
ing from 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85 degrees of latitude, 
and found time points when the total magnetic flux changed 
its sign. It was concluded that total magnetic flux changed 
its sign at first at lower latitudes and finally near the poles. 
Single polar magnetic field reversal was found in the south-
ern hemisphere. The northern hemisphere was characterized 
by three-fold magnetic field reversal. Polar magnetic field 
reversals finished in northern and southern hemispheres by 
CR 2150 and CR 2162, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Polar magnetic fields of the Sun are maximal in solar 
activity minima and minimal in maxima. Besides, at the 
epoch of solar maximum polar magnetic fields reverse 
their sign (Babcock, 1959: Petrie et al., 2014). 

Polar magnetic fields are predominantly connected with 
large-scale dipolar magnetic field of the Sun. Its evolu-
tion, in a general way, may be described by the Babcock-
Leighton solar cycle mechanism (Babcock, 1961; 
Leighton, 1969). At the photosphere level the polarity 
reversal may be described by a surface flux transport 
process (Wang  et al., 1989; Sun et al., 2015). 

Polar magnetic field reversals are usually asymmetric 
(Svalgaard & Kamide, 2013). They occur usually at dif-
ferent time in northern and southern solar hemispheres. 
Sometimes the polarity reversal in northern or southern 
hemisphere is three-fold. So, Makarov and Sivaraman 
(1986, 1989) found that three-fold reversals occurred in 
solar cycles 16, 19 and 20 in N-hemisphere, and in cycles 
12 and 14 in S-hemisphere. In solar cycles 21-23 polarity 
reversals were single in both hemispheres (see Pishkalo et 
al., 2005, and references therein). 

In the present work we study evolution of near-polar 
magnetic fields of the Sun at the maximum of the current 
solar cycle 24 to find the time of polarity reversals. 

 

2. Data and analysis 

We analyzed data on sunspot number from the SIDC 
(http://sidc.oma.be/html/sunspot.html) and solar polar 
magnetic field measured in the Wilcox Solar Observatory 
(WSO, http://wso.stanford.edu/Polar.html) near the 
maximum of sunspot cycle 24. 

Low-resolution synoptic magnetic maps from the SOLIS 
project (Fe I 630.2 nm, 360180 pixels; http://solis.nso.edu/ 
0/solis_data.html) and from Helioseismic and Magnetic 
Imager (HMI, 720360 pixels, http://jsoc.stanford.edu/data/ 
hmi/synoptic/) onboard Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) 
were also analyzed in details. We summed up total magnetic 
flux at near-polar zones starting from 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 
and 85 degrees of northern and southern latitude, and found 
then time points when the total magnetic flux changed its 
sign. We considered the time points as the time of polarity 
reversal in the corresponding zones. 

3. Results 

Fig. 1 illustrates evolution of international monthly sun-
spot number from the SIDC and polar magnetic field meas-
ured by the WSO near the maximum of solar cycle 24, in 
2012-2015. Smoothed data are plotted by solid lines. It 
should be noticed that polar fields measured at the WSO are 
mean fields over the |55|° of solar latitude. In the top panel, 
times of polar field reversal in northern and southern hemi-
spheres (according to the WSO data, bottom panel)  
are shown by solid and  dashed  vertical  lines  respectively.  

 
Figure 1: Monthly sunspot number from the SIDC (top) 
and polar magnetic field measured by the WSO (bottom) 
since 2012. Smoothed data are plotted by solid lines 
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Figure 2a: Evolution of total near-polar magnetic flux in 
different near-polar zones (SOLIS data, see, the text). 

 
Figure 2b: the same as in fig. 2a for HMI data. 
 
One can see that the polarity reversal in the northern 
hemisphere was three-fold and it came to the end in the 
middle of 2014, a year after completion of the polarity 
reversal in the southern hemisphere in the middle of 2013. 

Evolution of total magnetic flux in different near-polar 
zones is shown in Fig. 2a (SOLIS) and 2b (HMI) by thin 
and thick solid (|75|° and ≥|80|°), dashed (≥|65|° and 
≥|70|°) and dotted (≥|60|° and ≥|55|°) lines. Line with long 
dashes in fig. 2b represents near polar zone of ≥|85|°. 
Note: Fig. 2 was plotted after triple 3-points smoothing. 

The current solar cycle began in December, 2008 after a 
prolonged and weak solar minimum. Polar magnetic fields in 
minimum of solar cycle 24, measured by the WSO, were 
almost twice weakened as compared with three previous 
cycles. Before the cycle maximum, total magnetic flux in 
near-polar zones was positive in the S-hemisphere and nega-

tive in the N-hemisphere. Near the cycle maximum total 
magnetic flux changed its sign from negative to positive in 
the N-hemisphere and from positive to negative in the S-
hemisphere. These changes occured first at low latitudes. It 
seems that polarity reversal was single in the S-hemisphere 
and three-fold in the N-hemisphere. The process of polarity 
reversal in the S-hemisphere and first reversal in the N-
hemisphere are gradual when it “moves” from zones of ≥|55|° 
to poles during 7 rotations to 2 years.  Second and third polar-
ity reversals in the N-hemisphere are fleeting and cover all 
the zones nearly simultaneously. Polarity reversal in the S-
hemisphere finished in the first half of 2015, about one year 
later than in the N-hemisphere. Time of polarity reversals 
against lower limits of near-polar zones are plotted in fig. 3.  

 

 
Figure 3: Time of polarity reversal in different near-polar zones 
in the northern (top) and southern (bottom) hemispheres ob-
tained using data from SOLIS (rhombuses) HMI SDO (aster-
isks) and WSO (triangles). Note: points of ±55 along y-axis 
correspond to zones from ±55° to poles, and so on. 

 
Conclusions 

 

In solar cycle 24, polar field reversals occur near the 
cycle maximum, at different time in N- and S-hemisphere 
according to the hemisphere activity.  

There were three-fold polar magnetic field reversal in 
the N-hemisphere and single reversal in the S-hemisphere. 

The magnetic field reversal in N-hemisphere was com-
pleted one year earlier than in the S-hemisphere. 

The whole reversal process, from ±55° to poles, lasted 
about two years in both hemispheres. 
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